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Translating personalized medicine using
new genetic technologies in clinical
practice: the ethical issues

The integration of new genetic technologies into clinical practice holds great
promise for the personalization of medical care, particularly the use of large-scale
DNA sequencing for genome-wide genetic testing. However, these technologies also
yield unprecedented amounts of information whose clinical implications are not fully
understood, and we are still developing technical standards for measuring sequence
accuracy. These technical and clinical challenges raise ethical issues that are similar
to but qualitatively different from those that we are accustomed to dealing with for
traditional medical genetics. The sheer amount of information afforded by genome
sequencing requires rethinking of how to implement core ethical principles including,
but not limited to: informed consent, privacy and data ownership and sharing,
technology regulation, issues of access, particularly as new technology is integrated
into clinical practice, and issues of potential stigma and impact on perceptions of
disability. In this article, we will review the issues of informed consent, privacy,
data ownership and technology regulation as they relate to the emerging field of
personalized medicine and genomics.
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In the past, genetic testing was primarily
offered for two reasons: first, for diagnostic purposes to a patient who had medical
or developmental features suggestive of a
specific genetic condition, or second, for
predictive purposes to an individual with a
family history (or an ethnic background that
increased the prevalence) of a known genetic
condition. Both of these situations typically
required that a there be a clear medical indication for genetic testing, and typically a specific genetic test was performed after rigorous
genetic counseling and informed consent,
discussing both the medical and psychological implications of obtaining such genetic
information. As summarized by Moeschler
and Shevell [1] and more recently by Michaelson et al. [2] , studies assessing the historical
rate of identifying a genetic etiology through
clinical evaluation and genetic testing show
wide ranges (from 10 to 81%) depending
on when the study was performed (both in
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terms of the testing available and the field’s
knowledge about specific clinical diagnoses), and the various clinical factors related
to the population. For patients with autism
and/or pediatric diagnostic odyssey patients,
a genetic etiology can now be identified in
approximately 25% [3,4] . Single gene-based
genetic testing, even using the ‘gold standard’ of Sanger sequencing, has limitations;
decreased sensitivity of genetic testing leads
to false-negative results (and in some cases,
false reassurances), and sequencing technologies also find variants that were unclassifiable without further information (called
‘variants of uncertain significance’ or VUS).
Finally, locus heterogeneity adds time and
cost to the testing process, and requires testing of an affected proband for most accurate
interpretation.
In recent years, approaches to genetic testing have changed significantly from this heavily clinically based evaluation and single-gene
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diagnostic testing approach; a recent article by Korf and
Rehm [5] does an excellent job summarizing the current
status of genetic and genomic testing in detail. Pharmacogenomics testing and tumor genome testing will not
be addressed specifically by this paper, but both can add
to a personalized medicine approach by improving the
efficacy of medication selection and dosing. Current
diagnostic genetic testing often includes sequencing a
‘panel’ of relevant genes, often with a broad range of
clinical features and prognosis, and sometimes including unexpected implications. Examples might include
a diagnostic panel that uses technologies, such as nextgeneration sequencing, to assess multiple genetic causes
for nonsyndromic hearing loss, cancer, spinocerebellar
ataxias or cardiomyo
pathies (examples described in
[6–9]), an expanded carrier screening panel that goes
well beyond the genetic conditions recommended for
testing on the basis of ethnicity [10] , or an array or SNPbased comparative genome hybridization (CGH) that
can detect additions or deletions of genetic material.
As the cost of panel-based genetic testing decreases, it
has become cost effective to utilize these tests as a first
step in diagnostic testing. An example, nicely summarized by Manning and Hudgins [11] , is the increasing
use of CGH as a first-line diagnostic test, significantly
increasing the diagnostic yield in comparison to traditional karyotype analysis. Genetic testing panels are
especially useful when there is significant locus heterogeneity or when genetic causes cannot easily be clinically differentiated, although an experienced clinician
may find that ordering a targeted test may be more sensitive and specific than a testing panel. These testing
panels can save patients time and money in obtaining
a clinical diagnosis, and may ultimately lead to better prognostication and, in some cases, tailored treatments, for example, the new use of poly-ADP ribose
polymerase inhibitors to treat BRCA1/2-related breast
or ovarian cancers [12] . Identification of a genetic cause
also allows relatives to receive accurate risk assessments
and to have the option of undergoing highly sensitive
genetic testing for a family-specific mutation at a reasonable cost (typically several hundred dollars rather
than several thousand dollars). However, as the number of genes assessed increases, the potential for VUS,
even in ‘relevant genes’ increases, leading to increased
uncertainty instead of clear-cut results. As VUS results
may be reinterpreted over time, as we learn more and
potentially develop functional assays, it also raises the
question of whether there is a legal or moral responsibility to recontact patients and if so, with whom does
the responsibility lie? [13,14] .
Most recently, whole-genome or whole-exome
sequencing (WGS or WES) has been performed on
both a research and clinical basis for a range of indi-
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cations. Jamal et al. [15] review the clinically available
exome testing available as of December 2012. Beyond
the use of WGS to isolate gene locations for clinically
identifiable conditions (e.g., [16]), the first reported use
in patients was to identify a genetic etiology in patients
previously undiagnosed (the ‘diagnostic odyssey’
patients; select examples include: [17–20]), including
in a rapid diagnostic setting [21] , and this remains the
primary clinical use at this time. Increasingly, genome
and exome testing has expanded to include patients
who are looking for improved treatments on the basis
of a genetic etiology (anecdotal examples exist particularly in the cancer genetics realm [22]), and the early
adopters who are healthy and simply curious about
what their genome can tell them about future and current health risks [9,23,24] . In the future, this may expand
to even include screening of healthy newborns, which
has become technically feasible from dried blood
spots [25] and which appears to be of moderate-to-high
hypothetical interest to parents [26] .
WGS and WES testing differs from the more traditional types of genetic testing in that, beyond a single
indication for testing, it can and will provide a wide
range of information about present and predictive conditions that range in degree of severity, age of onset
and treatability; rare Mendelian conditions with both
high and moderate penetrance, low penetrance SNPs
that predispose towards common adult-onset conditions (e.g., diabetes or heart disease) and conditions
that may be stigmatizing (e.g., psychiatric illness or
dementia) [27] . The analytic validity of WGS technologies remains unclear, and several recent studies suggest that there is significant difference between variant
calls between platforms [28] and analytic pipelines [29] ,
although this is improved by having multigenerational
family samples to assist in interpretation [24,29] .
Challenges in the clinical translation of
personalized medicine
Beyond the rapidly evolving technical aspects, several key issues arise in the clinical translation of new
genetic technologies, particularly WGS and WES.
We will focus here on three areas of clinical and ethical importance, with a primary focus on the first two
issues: return of results, and in particular disclosure
of ‘incidental findings’; structuring the informed consent process given decisions about return of results;
and special situations with relatives and children,
including ‘duty to warn’ at risk relatives and family
communication issues.
Return of results

When performing broad-based genetic testing through
WGS or WES, it is no longer a potential outcome that
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one will receive results beyond the specific clinical testing indication, but rather a certainty. Whether one calls
these ‘incidental’ or ‘secondary’ findings, stakeholders
must determine which findings should be disclosed, and
in what manner; there is much debate in the literature
about who should make such decisions and under what
guidelines [30] . Incidental findings are not new to WGS;
incidental information regarding unexpected diagnoses
and family relationships have occurred since our first
available karyotype (e.g., sex chromosome anomalies or
translocations) and genetic linkage studies (unexpected
family relationships such as nonpaternity). As an example, the use of CGH in a child who is being assessed for
intellectual disability can identify large deletions that
have predictive adult implications, if for example there
is deletion of a tumor suppressor gene.
The expanding number of VUS that will be discovered through genetic testing panels and WGS
approaches raises the question of which variants should
be disclosed to ordering clinicians, and ultimately to
patients. Some advocate that patients, for example, have
the ‘right’ to receive all of their genetic information,
even if they are deemed clinically irrelevant by the laboratory and clinician (e.g., [31]). Others support limiting
the return of results to only those with both analytic
and clinical validity, with many focusing on only those
with clinical utility, typically represented as ‘medical
actionability’ (e.g., the ability to screen, surveillance or
treat to improve morbidity or mortality) [32] . Finally,
several have suggested that results be ‘rolled out’ to the
individual in stages over the lifetime [33,34] . In practice,
however, it has been difficult to obtain agreement from
clinicians about which conditions should be returned
and in what manner [35] , although most seem to agree
that the pretest informed consent should be transparent about whatever approach is taken [33,36] . Recent
American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics
(ACMG) recommendations for the return of incidental findings suggest a small list of conditions and genes
that should be considered ‘obligatory’ to return when
performing exome or genome sequencing, based on
their high penetrance, potentially early onset and medical actionability [37–39] . These recommendations have
been controversial for two main reasons: the perceived
loss of patient preference in the obligatory nature of
returning incidental findings, and the return of results
to individuals of all ages [40–42] . As the processes for
returning incidental findings evolve, it will be critical
to assess patient preferences and develop evidence-based
approaches towards this process.
Informed consent
Traditional models of informed consent for genetic
testing have taken a conservative approach, often uti-
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lizing genetic counseling (through various providers
including, but not limited to, clinical geneticists and
genetic counselors) to discuss in great detail the testing options and related risks, benefits and limitations
of genetic tests [43] . Particularly in predictive testing situations, such as Huntington’s disease, familial
cardiomyopathies or familial cancers, the pretest protocols were rigorous and often spent significant time
exploring the patient’s experience of disease within the
family and the patients’ expected emotional response
towards potential positive or negative results [44] . The
psychological response to predictive test results vary
significantly, but in general most studies do not show a
long-term and clinically significant change in anxiety
or depression, even after receiving positive predictive
genetic test results (reviewed in [45]). Nevertheless, clinicians will have to be prepared to address situations
arising from WGS or WES in which patients obtain a
large number of genomic results, perhaps from a commercial testing service, and seek advice and possibly
further diagnostic follow-up. Depending on the type
of test result, anxiety and follow-up may not be warranted, but patients will be dependent on clinicians for
education and counseling.
Given the wide range of genomic information that
will be received from WGS or WES, it seems untenable to maintain a model whereas all conditions are
discussed deeply [27] . Additionally, given the range of
clinical features and treatability that could be detected,
including some in the absence of family history, it poses
an additional challenge for patient decision-making.
Patients vary significantly, based on their personal
and family experiences and values, in their preference
towards receiving specific results. Many approaches
have been proposed and enacted, including a generic
consent approach [40,46] and a preference-based approach
where disorders may be categorized in various ways and
patients asked to select those categories of information
they wish to receive. Since research on both biobank
and genome research participants suggests that participants believe they want ‘all’ genomic results [47–49] and
it is not currently evident which approach is best, and
we encourage research studies to assess the effectiveness
and patient satisfaction with a range of informed consent processes.
Special situations: children & relatives
Genomic testing expands the potential health knowledge that may be obtained, and which will almost universally impact relatives. In some cases, genome testing
may identify a predictive risk that is not of significant
relevance to the patient obtaining the result, but rather
is of value to other relatives. Examples might include
an elderly parent undergoing genome sequencing as
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part of a cancer treatment workup who learns they
carry a highly penetrant predisposition to another condition, primarily of relevance to their children or other
relatives, or a child undergoing testing to find a cause
for intellectual disability who is found to carry a pathogenic variant in a familial cancer gene such as BRCA1
[38] . While most clinicians strongly urge patients to
share relevant genetic risk information, data suggest
that family communication is highest to first-degree
relatives, and even then does not reach 100% [50] . This
raises the important ethical question about whether a
clinician ever has a duty to break patient confidentiality to ‘warn’ relatives of the genetic risk [51] . This concept of ‘duty to warn’ has its roots in the ‘Tarasoff’ [52] ,
suggesting that exceptions to patient confidentiality
must meet certain criteria, including being a foreseeable and serious risk in an identifiable person. Examples include contagious or communicable disease, or
known threat of danger. In the USA and Canada,
three legal cases exist on this matter; one found the
clinician’s duty was to inform the patient of the risk
to relatives and encourage communication [53] , while
the other two found that relatives should be warned
by clinicians even if the patient refuses [54,55] . As more
and more genetic predispositions to highly penetrant
disorders are discovered in the absence of clear family
history, this issue may occur more frequently and clinicians should identify a range of ways to assist family
members in conveying accurate genomic risk information to relatives. In the situation that a patient remains
unwilling to inform at-risk relatives, an intermediate
approach may be to disclose relevant genetic information without identifying the specific proband within
the family [56] .
Finally, genetic testing of children has been limited
to testing that offers immediate medical or diagnostic
benefit, and predictive tests for adult-onset conditions
have been generally discouraged in an effort to preserve the child’s autonomy [57] . As described earlier, the
recent ACMG recommendations on incidental findings
suggest returning a specific set of medically actionable
adult-onset conditions to individuals of all ages, including children [37] , and this has been controversial. There
is some limited data assessing the impacts of predictive
testing in children or adolescents, primarily for familial adenomatous polyposis and in adolescents at risk for
breast cancer, but several authors have disagreed with
the return of such incidental results in the pediatric
setting [58,59] . As genomic testing is increasingly offered
in childhood for both diagnostic and predictive reasons, research should assess the medical, psychosocial
and ethical implications in a rigorous manner, so that
evidence-based determinations can be made about best
practices.
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Intellectual property & ownership of DNA
Scope of gene patents

Intellectual property policies and practices appear to
have had a significant impact on the translation of
knowledge about genes into clinically useful genetic
diagnostic tests for personalized medicine. Genes and
technologies for genetic analysis have been the subjects of patents, licenses and trade secrets for decades.
Whether these policies serve the best interests of
patients and personalized medicine, however, is also
subject to debate.
In particular, the breadth of patents claiming specific DNA sequences corresponding to human diseaserelated genes has been questioned [60] . Such effects
could be widespread because it has been estimated that
tens of thousands of such patents exist. In 2005, a study
indicated that 20% of human genes were claimed under
patents in the United States Patent and Trademark
Office database [61] . In 2013, another study identified
approximately 40,000 DNA sequences covering over
40% of the human genome had been patented in the
USA, indicating the extremely high rate of gene patenting over the last decade [62] . These patents claim not
only entire genes whose sequences are specified in the
patents, but also small gene fragments as short as 15 bp
in length. Because short sequences are often found
repeatedly throughout the genome, it was estimated
that a single claim from US Patent No. 5,747,282 on
any 15-bp sequence found in DNA corresponding
to the BRCA1 polypeptide occurred in 80% of the
mRNA or cDNA entries in the GenBank database
[63] . Another study found that 15-mer sequences from
BRCA1 matched at least 689 other genes and that as
many as 7688 genes contained 15-mers from TTN [62] .
Ethical issues raised by intellectual property
policies on genes

As described above, genes have been extensively patented, presumably facilitating the development of
clinically available and commercially viable products
such as genetic tests or gene-based therapies. Some
have argued that without patents and the monopolies
they afford, clinical genetic tests would be less likely
to be developed. However, there has been concern that
patents and licenses and trade secrets also have deleterious impacts on clinical care, thus raising ethical issues
around the relative risks and benefits of intellectual
property practices and the appropriate role of researchers and academic institutions in technology transfer
for medical applications. Specifically, there have been
concerns about whether gene patents decrease access
to and quality of clinical genetic tests, raise costs, or
prevent research and development and improvement of
diagnostic services.
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Impacts of gene patents on research & clinical
practice

In most jurisdictions, there is no research exemption for
gene patents, so the impact of tens of thousands of such
patents is potentially large because they generally give
the patent holder the power to prevent others from making, using or selling their claimed inventions. However,
in practice, it appears that life science researchers have
largely ignored gene patents and that patent holders
have largely ignored researchers’ infringements of their
patents. In a 2005 survey of biomedical researchers in
the USA, Walsh et al. [64] found that only 5% checked
for patents related to their research and 5% said they
were made aware of intellectual property relevant to
their research through notification by a patent holder.
On the other hand, another study found that 19.8% of
life scientists reported delaying a publication by more
than 6 months, and nearly half of those in order to file a
patent application [65] . Therefore, biomedical researchers may not be delaying the conduct of their research,
but its publication, because of patent considerations.
However, there may be a disproportionate effect on
scientists conducting research on clinical genetic diagnostics. A survey by Cho et al. indicated that 65% of
directors of US clinical genetics laboratories, who
conduct research to develop tests for clinical use, had
received notification of potential infringement of a patent [66] . Furthermore, 25% of those laboratory directors
discontinued a clinical genetic test and 53% decided
not to conduct research to develop a new genetic test
because of having received such notification. A total
of 67% felt that patents inhibited their ability to conduct genetic research and 85% indicated that patents
inhibited sharing of information among researchers. A
study of members of the American Society of Human
Genetics found that 46% of respondents reported that
patents delayed or limited their research [67] . However,
broad licensing practices, such as those used for patents
on CFTR in genetic tests for cystic fibrosis, can facilitate
both academic research and commercial testing [68] .
There is no direct evidence that costs of genetic or
genomic tests are elevated because of gene patents. In
fact, some evidence points to the main effect of patents
being on decreased volume rather than on costs due to
the monopoly [69] . However, one often-overlooked issue
that has been highlighted by the US court case challenging patents held by Myriad Genetics Inc. on BRCA1 and
BRCA2 genes (hereafter referred to as the Myriad case
[70]) is that the monopoly over clinical services afforded
by the patent allows the patent holder to control not
only how much patients pay for a genetic diagnostic
test, but whether patients’ use of the test will be covered
by insurance. One of the plaintiffs in the Myriad case
was a patient with breast cancer who claimed that the
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company would not accept her insurance coverage, thus
forcing her to either pay out of pocket or not get the test
because she could not afford the high cost.
Even more important for clinical genetic diagnostics,
monopolies directly affect the quality of care. Patients
do not have the opportunity to obtain what is essentially a second opinion on their diagnosis from an independent source. In addition, patients do not have the
opportunity to benefit from improvements to diagnostic methods or comprehensive testing that other laboratories might have developed that the patent holder
is not using, but is preventing others from applying to
patented genes. For example, a study found that 12%
of individuals from families at high risk for hereditary
breast or ovarian cancer who tested negative by Myriad’s test actually did have cancer-predisposing variants
of those genes [71] , which might have been detected by
other laboratories’ tests, had they been allowed to use
them. However, Myriad’s patents covered the analysis of any BRCA variant. Laboratories had developed
other methods that would detect insertions and deletions [72] not detected by Myriad’s test, but chose not
to offer these clinically because of the possibility of
litigation [73] .
There are conflicting views on the potential impacts
of gene patents on personalized medicine, which is
likely to rely not just on a single or few genetic tests,
but increasingly will turn to whole-genome analysis to
inform treatment and disease prevention. Services such
as those provided by 23andMe or gene chips utilized in
chromosomal microarray analysis examine hundreds or
thousands of genes, many of which are claimed in patents. The potential for ‘patent thickets’, or the need to
obtain many licenses to analyze multiple genes simultaneously, was seen as a potential threat to genomics-based
personalized medicine [74] . Many clinical diagnostic
services employing multiplex genetic testing appear
not to be hampered by patent infringement suits so far.
In addition, in 2009, 23andMe added three SNPs in
BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes to its SNP-based genomic
health test, which likely constituted infringements of
Myriad’s patents. It is not clear whether they obtained
a license to add these SNPs to their test, but 23andMe
made clear that they did not consider these SNPs ‘diagnostic’ [75] because they were in no way a comprehensive
assessment of risk of BRCA1 and BRCA2-associated
cancers [76] .
Impacts of proprietary data on personalized
medicine

For genomics-based personalized medicine to be
most effective, it is clear that availability of data on
genotype–phenotype correlations found in individuals is critical to interpreting tests and to minimize the
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possibility of VUS. Early experience with WGS/WES
suggests that VUS are very common [27,77] . However,
some commercial laboratories and laboratories based
in academic hospitals maintain their clinical genotype
and phenotype data in proprietary databases, limiting
the ability of other researchers and clinicians to interpret their data. One of the public benefits of patents
is that they require patent holders to disclose their
inventions publicly – in the case of gene patents, this
means publishing claimed DNA sequences in the patents. In the USA, patent applications become publicly
available 18 months after filing. However, gene patent
holders are not required to make genotype–phenotype
associations publicly available, even if their patents are
challenged in court and found invalid. Because of its
clinical significance, it is unethical for patent holders to
keep this information in proprietary databases, even if
it enhances market value of a genetic test. This is especially true since the data fundamentally belong to the
patients from whom they were derived, and because
much of the funding for gene–disease association discoveries are the result of public funding. In the USA,
one study found that 67% of gene patents resulted from
publicly funded work [78] . In response to the need for
data that are currently held in proprietary databases,
alternative data repositories have been created into
which patients can directly and anonymously deposit
their genetic test results. For example, Robert Nussbaum at the University of California, San Francisco
has established the Sharing Clinical Reports Project
[79] , which aims to collect information on BRCA1 and
BRCA2 variants and make them publicly available in
the NCBI ClinVar database [80] . In addition, a global
alliance of 69 institutions in 13 countries recently
announced that it would develop standards and policies for sharing DNA sequence data linked to clinical
information [81] . Clearly, such data sharing raises privacy and confidentiality issues, which will be discussed
below. However, for personalized medicine to succeed
on a broad scale, all such clinical data needs to be made
widely available to clinicians.
Regulation of genetic testing & DNA
sequencing
The ethics of using new genetic technologies for personalized medicine hinges on whether the risks are outweighed by the benefits. In the case of genetic testing
using next-generation sequencing methods, the risks
of erroneously identifying disease-causing variants are
unclear, in part because there are no accepted standards
for sequence quality and analytic validity. This lack
of consistency and standardization has been cause for
concern especially with the rise of direct-to-consumer
genetic testing for personalized medicine [82,83] . For
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example, a US Government Accountability Office
investigation found that the same DNA sample sent
to four different direct-to-consumer genetic testing
companies returned three different risk estimates for
prostate cancer (ranging from ‘below average’ to ‘above
average’), and also found “10 egregious examples of
deceptive marketing” that included encouragement of
surreptitious testing of samples without the consent of
the individual from which it came [84] . Regulation of
such surreptitious testing varies widely, for example,
being illegal in the UK (Human Tissue Act) and in
Germany (Human Genetic Examination Act), but its
legality is highly variable by state in the USA [85,86] .
Regulation of genetic testing, however, varies widely
internationally. For example, it is allowed in the USA,
the UK and Belgium, while France, Germany, Portugal
and Switzerland require all genetic testing to be conducted by a medical doctor [87] . Some countries, such
as The Netherlands, require an assessment of scientific
soundness and balance of health risks and benefits in
order for an operator to be licensed to offer genetic
testing. In 2009, the Council of Europe adopted the
Additional Protocol to the Convention on Human
Rights and Biomedicine, Concerning Genetic Testing
for Health Purposes [88] . This protocol requires that
genetic testing services meet generally accepted criteria
for scientific validity and clinical validity, that clinical
utility be assessed, and that all genetic testing, whether
offered direct-to-consumer or through a medical practitioner, be accompanied by genetic counseling [89] . In
addition, it is extremely challenging to regulate genetic
testing conducted through the internet across national
boundaries. For example, it would be difficult, if not
impossible, to prevent someone living in a country
where prenatal sex determination is illegal from sending
a blood sample outside the country for genetic testing.
The US FDA has the authority to regulate genetic
testing as a medical device, but has largely left genetic
testing services unregulated as ‘laboratory-developed
tests’ (in contrast to ‘kits’, which it does regulate). However, in 2010, the FDA sent letters to six genetic testing
companies (23andMe, deCode Genetics, Illumina,
Knome, Navigenics and Pathway Genomics) informing them that their products require premarket review
as medical devices under Section 201 of the Federal
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act [90] . More recently, the
FDA has begun to develop standards for the analytical
validation of genomic sequencing technologies, in collaboration with the National Institute of Standards and
Technology and stated its intentions to issue guidelines
for direct-to-consumer genomics [91] . One of the issues
that has to be addressed for the use of genomic technologies for personalized medicine is that many of the
DNA sequencing machines being used currently are
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approved by the FDA under a ‘research use only/investigational use only’ label and not for clinical use. However, the companies that sell or operate those machines
are not necessarily the same as the laboratories that are
obtaining the patient samples. Therefore, the manufacturers of the equipment do not necessarily know how
their equipment is being used. Recently issued FDA
guidance was controversial for appearing to hold manufacturers responsible for research use only/investigational use only-labeled materials being used by other
laboratories or companies for clinical purposes. Thus,
there are several regulatory issues pertinent to the use
of new genetic technologies for personalized medicine
that need to be resolved.
Genomic privacy
As genomic technologies allow larger amounts of
sequence data to be obtained from individuals, privacy
and confidentiality becomes of greater concern. This
is not only because obtaining more information and
storing it in a larger number of databases may be more
likely to lead to unauthorized or accidental release, but
because larger amounts of genetic information about
any individual becomes more uniquely identifying.
Although there are some privacy protections such as
the Data Protection Directive [92] and the proposed
General Data Protection Regulation [93] in the EU
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act
and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act in the USA, they do not necessarily prevent the
use of DNA sequence to reidentify people from large
data sets, even if not for discriminatory purposes. It has
been estimated that deidentification of medical information according to the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act Safe Harbor and Limited Dataset provisions still allows reidentification of anywhere
between 0.01 and 60% of individuals, depending on
the data set [94] . In addition, these approaches rely heavily on consent to disclosed releases of data rather than
on protections from misuses, and may have limited
effect against stigmatization.
Over the last few years, there has been growing recognition of the extent to which nucleic acid sequences
uniquely identify human individuals, not only through
direct sequencing of an individual’s genome, but from
a relatively small number of SNPs [95] , gene-expression
data [96] , in aggregate data of allele frequencies [97] ,
regression coefficients from quantitative phenotypes in
genome-wide association studies [98] , or even through
microbial DNA sequences reflecting an individual’s
microbiome [99] . Although a unique nucleic acid
sequence alone does not necessarily identify a specific
person, several others have shown that the combination
of sequence data and a small amount of other infor-
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mation such as age, zip code or surname, does become
identifying [100–102] . While some technical approaches
have been applied to preserve anonymity of such information, such as k-anonymity, they are not flawless [103] .
New methods have been developed to address these
flaws, but it is not clear how effective they will be, especially in the face of the growing amount and specificity of genomic information being placed in publicly
available databases.
The reidentifiability of ‘omics data points to weaknesses in policies that depend on removal of frank
identifiers such as names, addresses or patient IDs
to protect privacy [104] . The research community has
adapted its policies and practices to changes in genomic
technologies in order to address these weaknesses,
while attempting to maintain the ability to share data
broadly and rapidly [105] . For example, databases such
as dbGaP have removed sensitive data such as phenotype data associated with genotypes from open access,
so that access is controlled by a Data Access Committee [106] . However, challenges remain, especially since
data can be shared across national borders to researchers in countries with different laws regarding the handling of biological data [107] . For protection from harms
from breaches of privacy of genomic data collected
for clinical use, patients and consumers must rely on
policy makers to adapt laws and regulations, however
imperfect, to technological advances and eventual use
of ‘omics data in mainstream clinical practice. Others have suggested different approaches such as ‘open
consent’ [108] that explicitly acknowledge the inability
to maintain absolute privacy of genomic information.
Conclusion
It is clear that, for new genomic technologies to be
utilized successfully for personalized medicine, qualitatively different ethical and policy issues must be
addressed. Because large-scale genomics are used in
ways beyond the focused diagnostic and predictive purposes of traditional medical genetic tests, and because
the information afforded by WGS is potentially more
encompassing but also less certain, while being more
individually identifiable, current policies and regulations may no longer be sufficient to minimize risks to
patients. Therefore, new approaches to informed consent, privacy protection, data sharing and intellectual
property need to be developed to facilitate the appropriate and effective application of genomic technologies to
personalized medicine.
Future perspective
Genomic technologies are changing rapidly, and it
is hard to predict how quickly new technologies will
become adopted in routine clinical practice. Based,
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however, on the pace of adoption of clinical exomes
from discovery to clinical availability, it seems likely
that it will occur more rapidly than the typically
observed 10–20-year translation time (as described
in Manolio et al. [109]) for most new approaches. It
seems likely that, within the next decade, the ability to
develop and tailor treatments on the basis of a person’s
genome will increase significantly, and we suspect that
within a decade a moderate percentage of patients will
have their genome sequenced for at least one reason. But
we agree strongly with Evans and Khoury [110] when
they emphasize the strong need for an evidence-based
approach to discerning when and where genomic medicine can impact patient outcomes. Indeed, evidencebased studies are already being undertaken to discern
the degree to which these can impact patient outcomes
[111] . Federal regulation of DNA sequencing may have a
significant impact by requiring an evidentiary basis for
analytic and clinical validity. A recent proposal by the
ACMG to monitor disclosure of genomic information
may be helpful in this regard [37] . There is also much

work being carried out on electronic health records
and the storage of genetic data, as well as developing
point-of-service prompts to assist busy clinicians in
identifying and utilizing relevant genomic data at the
proper time in diagnostics or treatment planning. With
luck, in 10 years, we will reach a point where the analytic validity of sequencing technologies are high, with
easy ability to access and clinically interpret genomic
information, and knowledge about patient responses to
genomic information.
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Executive summary
Challenges in the clinical translation of personalized medicine
• Informed consent and return of results, specifically around which ‘incidental findings’ should be returned, are
controversial and evolving areas that warrant clinical research and evidence-based practice.
• Additional issues include genetic testing of children, duty to warn at-risk relatives, and duty to
recontact/reassess variants of unknown clinical significance.

Intellectual property & ownership of DNA
• Even after the US Supreme Court decision on gene patenting in the ‘AMP v. Myriad’ case, successful translation
of genomic findings to clinical practice will depend on broad availability of sequence data and correlation
with clinical phenotypes.

Regulation of genomic testing & DNA sequencing
• Regulation of genomic testing, both in clinical and direct-to-consumer settings, varies widely internationally.
However, to ensure that risks are minimized and benefits maximized, some quality standards for DNA
sequencing and analytic validity may be necessary.

Genomic privacy
• For successful translation of genomics to clinical practice, policies must adapt to the growing recognition of
the identifiability of DNA sequences by implementing more protections against discrimination and misuse of
genomic data.

Conclusion
• The effective use of genomics in clinical practice cannot be realized by simply scaling up of gene-by-gene
approaches. Large-scale genome sequencing raises qualitatively different issues regarding informed consent,
return of results, intellectual property, and privacy than traditional medical genetics. Ethics and policy must
adapt accordingly to genomic and DNA sequencing technologies.
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